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September 18, 2021

You Can Only Hide It For So Long: Detroit TV Asks For
Stories Of Unvaxxed Dying From COVID – Gets Over
180K Responses Of Vaccine Injured And Dead Instead

conservativenewsandviews.com/2021/09/17/accountability/news-media/vaccine-adverse-events/

“Cannot hide the facts.”

The deaths are all vaccine adverse events!

We all knew that this was coming. You can only hide it for so long. They can lie, they can
manipulate, and they can censor only for so long before it all comes to the light (Luke 8:17).

Health Impact News reported: “Local Detroit TV Asks for Stories of Unvaxxed Dying from
COVID – Gets over 180K Responses of Vaccine Injured and Dead Instead.”

The corporate media narrative that unvaccinated people are filling up the hospitals and dying
from COVID is quickly falling apart, perhaps faster than they even expected.

WXYZ TV Channel 7 in Detroit asked their viewers on their Facebook Page last Friday to
direct message them if they lost a loved one due to COVID-19 if they refused to get one of
the COVID-19 vaccines.
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This is a clear indication that they are getting desperate to find these stories, and are having
a difficult time finding them.

I don’t know if they got any such stories through direct messaging. But the post on their
Facebook Page, as of the time of publication today, had received over 182,000 comments.
And they seem to be all:

Comments of those who have lost loved ones after receiving a COVID shot, and
Comments asking them why they are not covering that story.
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I paged through many dozens of the comments, and did not see a single one stating that
they lost someone to COVID after refusing a COVID-19 shot.

What now? Deepfake the news?

People who have been silenced and censored on Facebook and other Big Tech platforms
took advantage of the opportunity to share their stories instead. It is amazing that Facebook
left these up, but after so many had commented, it would probably have been an even bigger
story if they had taken down the post and comments.

I wonder what WXYZ will do now? Will they do what most corporate media companies do,
fueled by almost unlimited resources from their billionaire Wall Street owners who are almost
all connected to the pharmaceutical industry, and just go out and hire actors instead to do the
story and make them up?


